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**THE LENOVO® THINKPAD® TWIST CONVERTIBLE ULTRABOOK™**

**FOUR AWESOME MODES, ONE INCREDIBLE DEVICE**

**An Awesome Design**

Designed for the future, the Lenovo ThinkPad Twist is a versatile, high-performance touch-enabled Ultrabook, which can be used as a tablet, laptop or media presenter.

Laptop mode makes business easy; word processing, editing videos or complex spreadsheets is a real pleasure using the industry-leading keyboard, UltraNav navigation and multi-touch screen.

A quick change to stand or tent mode and the laptop becomes a media presenter, giving an immersive multimedia experience in the boardroom or coffee shop.

Conversion to a tablet makes surfing the Internet or gaming on the move simple, easy and fun.

The stylish ThinkPad Twist is available in executive-style mocha black, is just 20 millimeters thin and weighs less than 1.58 Kg.

**Powerful Performance**

The ThinkPad Twist is equipped with 3rd generation Intel® Core™ processors for enhanced productivity and fast performance. Compared with traditional tablets this convertible ultrabook offers far larger storage capacity and increased memory.

Voice-optimized, digital dual-array microphones with keystroke noise-suppression technology provide a clear, premium audio on Internet calls. Conference call mode, ambient noise cancellation and echo cancellation are also available as part of the included enhanced experience package.

The extra-bright high definition Multi-touch screen with a wide viewing angle takes entertainment to new levels with the accompanying Dolby® Home Theater® v4 for excellent sound and vision on the move.

**Ultimate in Maintenance**

Worries about system maintenance and reliability are taken care of by Lenovo Solution for Small Business (LSSB) and Lenovo Solution Center (LSC).

LSSB addresses key aspects of IT maintenance such as software monitoring, after-hours maintenance, energy saving and security enhancements. LSSB allows the small business to easily set up advanced maintenance tasks similar to those used by larger enterprises.

LSC is a purpose-built Lenovo utility to monitor the health of your system and perform preventative maintenance. Through LSC, you can optimize the system easily to ensure high performance for the life of the ultrabook.
**PERFORMANCE**
Features that power performance include:
• Up to 3rd generation Intel® core™ i7 processors for fast performance. Up to Intel® core™ i5 processor available for enterprise customers*
• Windows 8 for better performance
• 12.5" IPS 350 nit HD touch display with anti-scratch and anti-smudge Gorilla glass
• Dolby® Home Theater® v4 for improved audio performance
• Large 500GB storage with HDD Performance Booster
• 2-seconds resume from sleep and 30-days standby

**ENHANCED VOIP COMMUNICATION**
The ThinkPad® Twist comes loaded with innovative VoIP enhancements including:
• New conference call microphone mode
• Private internet call mode with noise cancelling dual-array microphones
• Keystroke noise-suppression technology
• Easy-to-access microphone, speaker and camera mute buttons

**USER EXPERIENCE**
The Twist ultrabook enhances usability with:
• Dual-array microphones and enhanced VoIP software for Crystal clear communication
• Full-size keyboard with TrackPoint and touchpad for easy navigation
• Lenovo Solutions for Small Business and Lenovo Solution Center to optimize performance
• Lenovo Cloud Storage by SugarSync for automatic sync with devices and data backup
• Trusted Platform Module (TPM) for enterprise level security

**STYLE AND ADAPTABILITY**
The executive-class ultrabook is:
• Designed to be used as a notebook, tablet or presenter
• Just 20 millimeters thin and weighs as light as 1.58 Kg
• Available in an executive-style mocha black

**SERVICE OFFERINGS**
Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of award-winning services to support and protect your ThinkPad Edge investment. Lenovo Services lets you focus on your customers and business, not your IT.

- **Priority Technical Support**
  » Makes your priority, our priority. 24x7 priority call routing to advanced-level technicians, electronic incident tracking, rapid response and resolution.

- **Warranty Upgrades – Onsite and Next Business Day**
  » Maximizes PC uptime and productivity by providing convenient, fast repair services at your home or office.

- **Warranty Extensions (1-to-5 Years Total Duration)**
  » This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps accurately budget for PC expenses, protect your valuable investment and potentially lower the cost of ownership over time.

- **Accidental Damage Protection**
  » Avoid the hassles of unexpected repair costs. Provides coverage for non-warranted damage incurred under normal operating conditions, such as minor spills, drops or damage to the integrated screen.

- **Keep Your Drive**
  » Retain your drive if it should happen to fail, giving you the peace of mind to know that your valuable data is secure.
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*special bid only
1 Not available in all regions
2 Supports switch to or wake up from power off, sleep and hibernate states. System must be plugged in to wake.
3 Runs only when the system is idle
**VALUE-ADDED SOFTWARE OFFERINGS**

**LENOVO® SOLUTIONS FOR SMALL BUSINESS (LSSB)**

Lenovo offers unique security and productivity features for small business based on Intel®’s Small Business Advantage solution:

- **After-hours Maintenance** − helps you schedule and perform regular maintenance tasks like automatic backup and software update at your convenience.
- **Software Monitor** − continuously monitors antivirus software and sends alerts if deactivated ensuring your Ultrabook is always protected.
- **USB Blocker** − lets you allow or deny access to specific USB devices used with the ultrabook to protect your data against security threats.
- **Energy Saver** − allows you to reduce power consumption and expenditure by switching the ultrabook on or off at scheduled times.
- **Data Backup and Restore** − provides a link to access the backup and restore application.
- **WIDI** − allows the wireless transmission of screen image to a WIDI enabled receiver – Intel® wireless cards only.

**LENOVO SOLUTION CENTER (LSC)**

Lenovo’s smart system maintenance tools for your business, to achieve maximum performance and view the complete system health at a glance:

- **Home** − provides a simple dashboard to view overall system health and an alerts view to identify and fix issues before they affect your ultrabook’s performance.
- **System** − offers the ability to optimize individual device performance including storage, memory and battery by displaying the health and status. The interface provides quick access to data backup, recovery media and software updates.
- **Security** − secures your ultrabook with up-to-date status information about virus protection, firewall and internet connection, in addition to user account and screensaver password management.
- **Check-up** − allows you to monitor and diagnose hardware health to optimize system performance through Hardware scan and Device Manager.
- **Support** − provides fast access to online support, view warranty details and configuration history.

**LENOVO CLOUD STORAGE BY SUGARSYNC**

Lenovo offers cloud storage with 5GB free space for automatic data backup and data synchronization, to access up-to-date data on most mobile devices through:

- **Secure Online Backup** − continuous online backup of your files to your secure, Personal Cloud.
- **Sync Multiple Devices** − sync files and folders across multiple computers, smartphones and tablets.
- **Data Protection** − data is encrypted on transfer using SSL and stored securely using 128-bit AES.
- **Anytime, Anywhere Access** − remote access to all of your data, right from your smartphone, tablet or any browser.
- **Simple Folder and File Sharing** − share files with friends and collaborate with colleagues, instantly.
- **Broad Platform and Device Support** − works on mobile devices including iPhone, iPad Android, BlackBerry, Symbian and Windows Mobile.

**PRELOADED APPLICATIONS**

- Microsoft® Office (Trial)
- SugarSync
- Evernote
- Expense Management
- Skype™
- AccuWeather
- Amazon Kindle
- Rara - Music
- Fruit Ninja
- Blue Stacks - Android app player
## OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES

**ThinkPad® USB 3.0 Dock (0A3970)**
- Convenient cable management for multiple monitors, LAN and USB devices
- Attach two monitors: One DVI and one VGA or DVI
- Five USB 3.0 ports

www.lenovo.com/support/docks

**Lenovo® USB 3.0 to DVI/VGA Adapter (0B47072)**
- Attach a DVI or VGA monitor to USB port

www.lenovo.com/support/monitoraccessories

**Lenovo Ultraportable Case (41U5062)**
- Lightweight nylon construction, gel shoulder strap

www.lenovo.com/support/cases

**Lenovo Laser Wireless Mouse (0A36188)**
- Eliminate cables
- Carry when traveling

www.lenovo.com/support/mice

**Lenovo Mini-DisplayPort to DVI Monitor Cable (0B47090)**
- Attach a DVI digital monitor or VGA analog monitor to system’s Mini-DisplayPort monitor port

www.lenovo.com/support/monitoraccessories

**Lenovo Mini-DisplayPort to VGA Monitor Cable (0A36536)**
- Attach a DVI or VGA monitor to USB port

www.lenovo.com/support/monitoraccessories

**ThinkPad® USB 3.0 to DVI/VGA Adapter (0B47072)**
- Attach a DVI or VGA monitor to USB port

www.lenovo.com/support/monitoraccessories

**ThinkPad In-Ear Headphones with Microphone (57Y4488)**
- High-quality voice and audio performance for internet voice conversations, multimedia applications

www.lenovo.com/support/audio
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## SPECIFICATIONS

### PROCESSOR
- Intel® Core™ i7 – 3517U (1.9 GHz, 4MB L3, 1600 MHz FSB)
- Intel® Core™ i5 – 3317U (2.17 GHz, 3MB L3, 1600 MHz FSB)
- Intel® Core™ i3 – 3217U (1.8 GHz, 3MB L3, 1600 MHz FSB)
- Intel® Core™ i3 – 2365M (1.4 GHz, 3MB L3, 1333 MHz FSB) – non ultrabook

### VIDEO GRAPHICS
- Intel® HD Graphics 4000
- Intel® HD Graphics 3000 (i3-2365)

### BATTERY LIFE
- 7 hours (with Battery Safeguard Hardware Authentication)

### BATTERY
- Internal – not user changeable
- Up to 12 hours with Battery Safeguard Hardware Authentication

### STORAGE
- HDD
- 320/500GB (7200RPM)
- 500GB (5400RPM)
- SSD
- 128GB

### WEIGHT
- 1.58kg (3.48lbs)

### VIDEO
- 720p HD Webcam

### WEBCAM
- 720p HD Webcam

### DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)
- 313mm x 236mm x 20mm
- (12.3" x 9.3" x 0.8")

### I/O (INPUT/OUTPUT) PORTS
- (2) USB 3.0
- (1) RJ45
- (1) 4-in-1 slot
- (1) Mini-DP
- (1) Mini-HDMI

### OPTICAL DRIVES
- External accessory

### AUDIO
- Stereo speakers
- Built-in dual array microphone (combo jack)
- Dolby® Home Theatre® v.4

### COMMUNICATION
- Gigabit Ethernet
- Bluetooth® 4.0 and a/b/g/n WLAN
- WWAN (optional)

### DISPLAY
- 12.5" HD IPS Display with Touch Sensor 350 nit
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